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ABSTRACT
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Does the Rise of China Lead to the Fall of 
European Welfare States?*

Have recent trends in globalization changed the positive link between trade openness and 

social insurance? The consensus view - that voters want better social insurance against 

income loss the more open the economy - is seemingly contested by the rise of populism 

and the China shock. We present a theoretical framework of risk and income effects of 

globalization that captures the conventional view, but also shows when it will be modified: 

When the income effect is negative, the political support for social insurance can decline in 

spite of the risk effect. We construct an empirical measure of welfare state support across 

European regions and leverage the rapid integration of China into the world economy to 

show that higher import competition reduces the support for social insurance. Consistent 

with our framework, we decompose the overall effect of the shock into a (weak) positive 

risk effect and a (strong) negative income effect.
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1 Introduction

After the integration of China into the world economy many countries have rolled back

the generosity of the welfare state (Busemeyer 2009). For instance, average generos-

ity of unemployment insurance in the eleven European countries that we study in this

paper has declined during the period 2000 to 2011 (Scruggs, Jahn, and Kuitto 2017).1

The traditional view, however, is that trade openness fuels the generosity of the welfare

state (Cameron 1978; Katzenstein 1985; Garrett 1998; Rodrik 1998). Has the association

between trade exposure and support for the welfare state changed?

Voters demand compensation for the income volatility associated with trade openness.

In the so-called embedded liberalism literature (Ruggie 1982), the combination of trade

openness and welfare state generosity is conceived as a stable compromise between winners

and losers from trade exposure.2 Yet, accelerating globalization has lead some researchers

to question the stability of the comprise, and this development has been linked to the rise

of right-wing populism (Colantone and Stanig 2018) and to Brexit (Fetzer 2019).

We suggest a new interpretation of the link between globalization and welfare state

support that focuses on an income effect in addition to the traditional risk effect. Glob-

alization means that workers involved in export-lead activities are likely to receive higher

incomes, while workers involved in import-exposed activities are likely to receive lower

incomes. Since a group’s income can rise or fall with globalization, one essential question

is how each change manifests itself in the support for welfare policies. We claim that a

reduction in income weakens the exposed voters’ political demand for social insurance,

even though a higher risk of income losses, for given incomes, would raise it.

We address these issues theoretically and empirically, first within a social insurance

model of welfare spending (see e.g. Barth and Moene 2016; Moene and Wallerstein 2001,

for applications of this framework in other settings). Our simple model highlights both

the income effect and the risk effect of international exposure. The risk effect, in our

framework, can be viewed as the direct effect of working under more globalized conditions.

1The eleven countries are: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.

2See Hays, Ehrlich, and Peinhardt (2005) for an empirical test.
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It is essentially the effect discussed by Rodrik (1998) and others, capturing the idea that

higher risk of income loss raises the political demand for social insurance, either out of

self-interest or out of solidarity towards the less fortunate.

The indirect income effect, in contrast, captures the willingness to pay the perceived

individual burden to finance social protection with the incomes one receives under glob-

alization. We argue that the generosity of the welfare state is a normal good in the sense

that the political demand for a more generous arrangement goes up with the income of the

group, all else being the same. If this is right, tax financed social insurance can become

politically less attractive for voters who experience a drop in incomes. Certain regions

are more exposed to international competition and become more adversely affected than

other regions. In our empirical framework, we measure the income effect as an indirect

effect of trade, going through the demand for labor in the manufacturing sector. Changes

in manufacturing employment leads to income changes for workers in the region, with

subsequent changes in the political demand for welfare.

Combined, the risk effect and the income effect sum up to the total effect of trade

exposure. Much of the current empirical literature, in contrast, interpret the estimated

links between trade exposure and welfare support as a basic risk effect of income volatil-

ity (Rodrik 1998). The empirical studies by Iversen and Soskice (2001), Rehm (2009)

and Walter (2010) show that labor market risks and employment in industries exposed

to trade (Walter 2010, 2017) are correlated with pro-welfare state preferences.3 The em-

phasis on labor market risk is important enough, but it needs to be seen in the light of

changes in incomes as well. We argue that the indirect income effect might dominate the

direct risk effect in times of rapid globalization, especially in regions that are particular

exposed to import competition. In this way, our approach can provide an explanation

for the co-existence of globalization and welfare state retrenchment that is complemen-

tary to i) “second dimension”-issues such as nationalism or social identities explored by

Shayo (2009) and ii) the emphasis of the constraining effects of globalization on taxation,

3Support for the compensatory response is much weaker in studies of party choice. Walter (2010)
finds that Swiss voters exposed to trade or offshoring are more likely to vote for the Social Democrats,
but a more frequent finding is that voters tend to punish incumbent parties for negative trade shocks
(Jensen, Quinn, and Weymouth 2017; Margalit 2011).
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explored by Egger, Nigai, and Strecker (2019) and earlier on by Garrett (1998).

Guided by our theoretical discussion, we estimate both the risk and income effects of

trade exposure on welfare state support as manifested by the vote shares of pro-welfare

political parties. We use a sample of more than 150 labor market regions from eleven

European countries, spanning the years 1996 to 2008. Being less interested in what

people say, but more in what they vote for, we follow Colantone and Stanig (2018) and

use regional vote shares and party positions to derive local measures of voter support

for the welfare state. Our measure therefore varies with party positions and with actual

vote shares, and captures to what extent voters vote for parties that run on welfare state

friendly platforms.4

Figure 1: Average Welfare State Support by Election Year. Low- and High-
import exposed regions. Difference from election mean.
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Note: Average levels of welfare state support by election year and import expo-
sure. Import exposure is grouped with a cut-off at the 80th percentile by country of
average trade exposure by regions; High=”top 20”, Low= Remaining regions. Welfare
support is measured as the difference from country mean in each election. The size of
the circles represents the number of regions within each group in each election.

4Vote shares rather than surveys are particularly relevant in our case. The European Social Survey
(ESS), for instance, has a too small sample size to break it down regionally, and the repeated surveys do
not include questions on social insurance, but only on income redistribution.
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We leverage the rapid integration of China into the world economy to identify plausibly

exogenous variation in trade exposure. To motivate this approach, Figure 1 illustrates

how voters’ welfare state support has taken a hit during the 2000’s precisely in regions

that are the most exposed to import competition from China. The figure shows the

development of welfare support in election years in the top 20 percent of regions within

each country in terms of exposure to import competition, compared to the development of

welfare support in the remaining 80 percent of regions. Both are measured as differences

from the country specific mean in the same election year. While the less exposed regions

display a somewhat increasing pattern after 2001, the import competing regions display

a clear decline in relative welfare support after 2001. This is a pattern of polarization

that strongly suggests that trade has been a key factor behind the recent developments

in regional disparities in voter behavior. Our main goal in this paper is to unpack the

mechanisms behind these differential developments and to relate them to the underlying

income and risk effects of globalization.

To do so, we follow the shift-share approach of Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013)

and measure exposure to China based on initial employment compositions, instrumenting

actual imports to Europe by trade flows going from China to other rich countries. This

provides us with a reduced form estimate of the impact on the welfare support in different

regions of increased trade with China. Next we decompose the overall effect of trade

exposure on welfare state support into an indirect effect through changes in regional

manufacturing employment, which we interpret as an income effect, and a direct effect

of trade, which we interpret as a risk effect, utilizing the mediator approach of Dippel,

Ferrara, and Heblich (2020).

Consistent with our theoretical argument, we find that support for welfare expansion

decreases in regions that experience manufacturing employment decline due to import

competition. The result is a polarization of voters across regions. The effect, which we

interpret as an income effect from realized income losses, is statistically and politically im-

portant. Our estimates of the direct risk effect is positive, as suggested by the theoretical

discussion, but imprecisely estimated.
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We furthermore find that the indirect income effect of export exposure goes in the

opposite direction of import exposure, reflecting that exports have a positive effect on

manufacturing employment. Finally, we show that we get negative income effects when

we study a proxy for demand for redistribution, which supports the claim that welfare

state expansion is driven by an insurance logic rather than a redistribution logic (Baldwin

1990).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides our simple model of

how globaliazation can effect vote shares of pro-welfare parties; Section 3 lays out the data

and key varables for the empirical analysis; Section 4 discusses the empirical approach

and how we identify the effects; Section 5 provides the main results; and Section 6 offers

some concluding remarks.

2 Theoretical framework

In this section we make the individual risk effect and the income effect distinct in a simple

model of the welfare state, where individual incomes, risks and attitudes are distributed

over groups of people. We identify groups as local regions that can be hit by different

globalization shocks.

Basics

The welfare state provides health care, social care, and social insurance, simply called

social provisions. The vulnerability of a group of citizens reflects their need for social

provisions.

In region i, each member has disposable real earnings wi(1 − t), after earnings wi

are taxed with a rate t. The generosity of the social provisions, denoted g, is the same

for all regions in the country. The vulnerability of citizens in region i depends on risk

exposure to global shocks, captured by hi. The perceived unit cost of welfare generosity,

b, measures how much private consumption citizens must give up to finance one unit of

welfare generosity. A high dependency ratio and a low average earnings raise the value of

b, which is translated into higher tax rates via the balanced welfare budget t = bg.
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Voters’ welfare interests can now be expressed as the utility of income (when em-

ployed) plus the utility of receiving welfare benefits (when unemployed), weighted by the

vulnerability hi of citizens of region i:

vi = u(wi(1 − bg)) + hiu(g). (1)

The utility function u has a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA), denoted µ > 1.

Whenever it cannot be misunderstood we use the short-hand vi = vi(g).

We measure the welfare state support by the vote share of pro-welfare parties. Consider

the case with two blocs, the most pro-welfare block promises to implement gH when

elected and the other block promises gL < gH . The preferences of a citizen has one

systematic part, capturing the welfare interests of a voter given by (1), and another

part that represents other political sentiments (values and sympathies) of the voter. The

net political sentiments of voter j in region i, represented by εij, can go to either bloc.

Conventionally, if εij < 0, voter j has a net sentiment in favor of the pro-welfare party,

and if εij > 0, voter j has a net sentiment in opposition to the pro-welfare party. The

distribution of the sentiments in region i has a cumulative density function Fi(·) and a

marginal density fi.

The net gain (or loss) of voting pro-welfare is thus vi(gH) − vi(gL) − εij, and citizen

j in region i votes for the pro-welfare party if vi(gH) − vi(gL) > εji, implying that the

pro-welfare vote share si becomes:

si = Fi(vi(gH) − vi(gL)). (2)

Using the expression of vi(g) in (1), we easily see that the pro-welfare vote share is

increasing in the risk of income loss:

dsi
dhi

= fi[u(gH) − u(gL)] ≡ ∆ri > 0. (3)

This effect holds for all positive values of µ. If the coefficient of relative risk aversion is
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higher than unity, we have in addition that pro-welfare vote share is increasing in indivual

earnings:

dsi
dwi

= fiw
−µ
i

[
(1 − bgH)1−µ − (1 − bgL)1−µ] ≡ ∆wi > 0, (4)

indicating that social insurance is a normal good, with increasing support as real earnings

goes up.

Globalization and Regional Welfare Support

The impact of globalization can be decomposed into an individual risk effect and income

effect. All regions are likely to have a positive risk effect associated with globalization.

When it comes to prices and incomes, citizens in all regions would gain as consumers

from lower import prices. Income gains and losses are typically unevenly distributed.

Regions specialized in import competing industries are likely to lose in incomes and regions

specialized in export industries are likely to gain. We now consider how the globalization

can affect the key parameters of our model.

The income effect associated with globalization is captured by wi = wi(θ), where θ

denotes the level of globalization. Indexing the set of import competing regions by I, and

the set of exporting regions by E, we have w′iεI(θ) ≤ 0 as more trade exposure in import

competing regions weakens labor and lowers the earnings ability, while w′iεE(θ) ≥ 0 as more

trade exposure in export oriented regions raises the earnings ability. The effect on earnings

goes via the demand for labor and thus changes in employment – a decline in import

competing regions and a rise in export oriented regions. We are not interested in how the

unemployed workers vote. The effects we are interested in is how the electorate changes

its votes in different regions when the members perceive changes in local employment as

a signal of a change in their earnings in the same direction.

The risk effect, in contrast, captures the vulnerability caused by fluctuation associated

with higher levels of globalization; importing regions through higher competition for own

goods and exporting regions through market extensions. We let hi(θ) denote the individual

risk effect on individuals’ voting. Clearly, risks of own job losses – whether they have
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already occurred or not – make the need for welfare benefits more immediate. However,

both importing and exporting regions are likely to experience shocks that may occur in

other countries. We thus have h′iεI⋃E(θ) ≥ 0.

We can now decompose how the pro-welfare vote share in region i, as defined by (2),

depends on globalization through our two mechanisms. Using (3) and (4) we have:

dsi = ∆rh
′
i(θ) dθ + ∆ww

′
i(θ) dθ. (5)

The first term of (5) captures the risk effect, which is positive for all trade exposed regions

since h′iεI⋃E(θ) > 0. The second term captures the income effect. The income effect has

a negative impulse from employment decline in importing regions, since w′iεI(θ) ≤ 0, and

positive impulse from employment growth in exporting regions, since w′iεE(θ) ≥ 0.

Hence, globalization have different effects on welfare state support in different regions.

An import shock is likely to increase demand for welfare through the risk effect, but reduce

demand for welfare through the income effect, while an export shock is likely to increase

demand for welfare for both reasons. This ambiguity of import shocks may explain why

we see a decline in welfare support in many places during the recent expansion of Chinese

imports to Europe and the US, while at the same time small open economies are more

likely to have strong support for their welfare states.

As discussed above, we use changes in labor demand as the central channel for changes

in labor earnings. The first and most significant impact of trade shocks is on regional

demand for labor. Trade induced changes in local labor demand affect earnings both

directly for the affected workers, and indirectly through equilibrium effects and local

multipliers. Since the effect of trade on employment is likely to be negative in some

regions, and positive in other regions, the income effect tends to polarize voters across the

trade exposed regions: those who lose and obtain lower earnings in the import competing

regions want relatively less of expensive welfare arrangement, while those who gain and

obtain higher earnings want relatively more.

The key relationships from our model may be illustrated as follows, where the income

effect, βI , equals the product of the effect of trade on manufacturing, γ1, and the effect
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of manufacturing on welfare support, γ2:

Our empirical implementation departs directly from Equation (5). As we discuss fur-

ther below, the actual vote shares for pro-welfare parties comprise our empirical measure

of welfare support, [Welfare]. Taking the indirect effect through manufacturing employ-

ment into account, our empirical model thus takes the following form:

∆[Welfare]it = βR∆[Trade]it + γ1∆[Manuf.empl.]it + eW,it, (6)

∆[Manuf.empl.]it = γ2∆[Trade]it + eM,it, (7)

where the subscript it denotes election year t in region i, the e’s are error terms, and ∆

denotes changes. The risk effect is represented by the parameter βR, while the indirect

income effect going through manufacturing employment is equal to γ1 × γ2. Inserting

(7) into (6) gives the overall effect of trade on welfare support β = βR + γ1 × γ2. The

main empirical challenge arising from this simple model exercise is to estimate both the

income effect, conditional on risk, and the risk effect, conditional on the income effect. We

describe the identification of these parameters and how we deal with issues of endogeneity

in detail below.

Is manufacturing employment a plausible mediator for our income effect? The in-

creased trade flow of goods from China to Europe was concentrated on goods produced

by the manufacturing industries. The immediate employment effects in Europe are there-

fore likely to be concentrated in the same industries. Moreover, negative shocks in man-

ufacturing employment will represent negative income shocks if workers are unable to

get equally well paid or better paid jobs when they lose their job. We believe that this

assumption is reasonable, in particular in the short run (Couch and Placzek 2010).

Our focus is on differential short-run responses to increased trade across regions. Still,
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there are possible spillover effects across regions within countries and across the entire

Europe. Some of the gains from trade are typically more evenly distributed across all

regions. Higher non-expensive imports from China reduce prices and increase real earnings

across the entire economy, potentially affecting the political demand for welfare through

the income effect. Larger export markets may increase domestic productivity through

competition and scale effects. Also, some of the immediate losses are distributed across the

economy, as when increased unemployment increases the unit cost of welfare generosity

at the country level. Policy responses or wage coordination at the national level may

moderate the negative effects (Barth et al. 2020). In our empirical analysis, which we

explain in detail below, we estimate the models in first-differences, and thus sweep out all

fixed region (and country) characteristics that may affect the level of welfare support in

the region. Furthermore, we add country dummies to the equations. Since we estimate

our model in first-differences, country dummies effectively control for country specific

trends in welfare support that may arise as a result of spillovers and long-run responses

to increased trade.

3 Data and key variables

In this section we describe our data sources and how we construct our key variables. The

analysis spans the years 1996 to 2008, and is based on data from more than 150 NUTS 2

regions in 11 European countries.

Support for the welfare state

We construct local measures of welfare support by combining regional election results

with information on welfare state platforms in party manifestos.

First, we derive party vote shares by NUTS 2 region.5 To achieve this we aggregate

election district results as reported in the Constituency-Level Election Archive (Kollman

et al. 2016) and the Global Election Database (Brancati 2016). We rely on Colantone

and Stanig’s (2018) mapping of election districts to NUTS codes. Next, we derive each

5The only exception is Germany, for which we only have data on NUTS 1 regions.
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party’s proposed level of welfare state expansion, as expressed in election platforms and

quantified by the Comparative Manifesto Project (Budge et al. 2001; Volkens et al. 2017).

We follow Lowe et al. (2011) and measure party p’s position on welfare state generosity

g, as gpt = log([Expand]pt + 0.5)− log([Limit]pt + 0.5), where [Expand]pt is the number of

positive references to welfare state expansion in election year t and [Limit]pt is the number

of positive references to welfare state limitation.6 Finally, we derive the support for the

welfare state expansion across regions i over election years t as the average score of gpt,

weighted by vote shares sipt, as:

[Welfare]it =

∑
siptgpt∑
sipt

. (8)

Note that we divide by
∑
sipt because small parties without national representation do

not appear in the Comparative Manifesto Project database, which means that the sum

of vote shares does not always sum to unity.

Figure 2 shows the development of average welfare state support for elections and

countries included in our study. Welfare support has actually been increasing in most of

the countries we observe. Still, there are large differences across countries in both levels

and changes.

Our measure captures to what extent voters vote for parties that run on welfare state

friendly platforms. It uses two sources of variation: variation in party positions and

variation in vote shares. It is hard to disentangle the influence of these two sources since

voters pay attention to party platforms when they decide what party to vote for, and

parties pay attention to voter sentiments when they set their platforms.

To be clear, our measure does not tell us whether voters vote for welfare-friendly parties

because of their welfare state platforms. Electoral support for the welfare state might

change because of changes in voters’ demand for policies that are correlated with welfare

state support, such as position on immigration policy, crime policy or environmental

regulations. One way to validate that our measure is not mainly picking up the influence

6The respective variables are per504 and per505 in the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) data
set. See Horn et al. (2017) for a discussion of the welfare state variables in the CMP.
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Figure 2: Levels of welfare state support over time and space
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Note: Average levels of welfare state support by election year and country.

of correlated issues is to examine the relationship between welfare state support and the

salience of welfare state issues in the particular election. A positive correlation between

our measure and the salience of welfare state issues makes this more plausible (Petrocik

1996). Figure A1 shows that this indeed is the case.

In the end of the paper, we also show briefly how trade exposure affects support

for redistribution, which is a related issue but where our theoretical framework predicts a

different effect of trade exposure. That analysis gives further indications that our measure

captures support for the welfare state.

Trade exposure

We follow Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) and others in constructing measures of trade

exposure based on local employment structures prior to the “China shock”. Regions with

a relatively large share of their employment concentrated in sectors producing the type

of goods that China started to export would – according to such a measure – be more

exposed than regions with employment concentrated in other sectors.
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We extract detailed employment data for 14 manufacturing industries at the 2-digit

NACE level from the Eurostat Regional Database. The Eurostat data is incomplete for

some countries, and in these cases we supplement with national sources.7 In addition

to the employment data, we extract information on demographics and average education

attainments from the Eurostat database.

We get data on trade flows from the United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics

(Comtrade). This data provides us with annual trade flows by countries, commodities

and trade partners. We use the 4-digit SITC product codes, which give more than 1000

commodity groups. We then match trade of goods between China and the European

countries in our study (in 2007 euros) with the employment data for different manufac-

turing industries, using harmonized industry and product classifications from the World

Bank.8

Based on the above data, we measure local import exposure for each region i, as:

∆[Import exposure]it =
∑
k

Lik,t−3

Lk,t−3

∆[Import]kt
Li,t−3

, (9)

where ∆Importkt is the total change in imports from China that is allocated to industry k

over the past three years before election year t. The term Lik,t−3/Lk,t−3 denotes region i’s

share of the total employment in industry k (for all countries in our study) at the start of

the period, i.e., three years prior to election year t. Li,t−3 represents total employment in

region i. The measure in (9) thus apportions imports of different commodities to regions

based on their share of total employment in the 11 European countries.

Figure 3a presents the development in imports from China and exports to China for

the countries in our study. The flow of imports rose substantially, especially from 2004

to 2007, while the growth in exports was much weaker. Figure 3b illustrates the spatial

variation in average changes in the import exposure measure. As can be seen, there is

large geographical variation in exposure to China.

7This applies for Belgium, Norway and the UK.
8We unambiguously match more than 93 percent of all commodity groups to 2-digit NACE industries.

The rest of the commodities are linked to more than one NACE code. For these cases we make use of the
5-digit SITC trade data and compute the share of trade by NACE codes within each 4-digit commodity
groups. We then choose the NACE code with the highest share, separately for import and export.
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Figure 3: Trade across time and space
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Note: The left figure presents trade flows between China and the European countries in our sample, in
bn. 2007 euros. The trade figures are based on EUR/USD exchange rate from 1999 for years before the
introduction of the euro. The right figure presents average changes in import exposure for our estimation
sample.

4 Empirical approach

We first estimate the overall effect of trade exposure on the support for welfare state ar-

rangements. Next, we decompose the overall effect into an indirect effect through changes

in manufacturing employment, and a direct effect of trade, conditional on manufacturing

employment. As discussed above, we interpret the indirect effect of trade through manu-

facturing employment as the income effect, while we interpret the conditional direct effect

as the risk effect of international trade. In this section we discuss how we identify these

different relationships.

Overall effect of trade exposure on welfare state support

We use (6) and (7). In order to estimate the overall effect of trade, β, we regress changes

in welfare state support in region i, in election year t, on changes in import exposure com-

puted over the past three years before the election, country-level fixed effects, a common

linear time trend and regional baseline controls:

∆[Welfare]it = β∆[Import exposure]it + dW,c + ψWVt +X ′iβW + εW,it, (10)
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where dW,c denotes the fixed effect for country c, Vt denotes the time trend, while X ′i de-

notes the vector of regional controls measured at baseline, including the population share

with secondary education, the population share with tertiary education, the population

share of elderly (65 years and above), as well as the share of females of total employment.

Since we are estimating a difference equation, the fixed country effect controls for

country specific trends in the level equation. Similarly, the control variables allows for

differential trends in welfare support in regions with different levels of the control variables,

such as the level of education in the region. As we include country-level fixed effects, our

coefficient of interest, β, is identified partly through regional variation in the change in

welfare state support and import exposure within countries in particular election years,

and partly through variation in the changes between election years.

In addition to potential measurement errors, Equation (10) may contain problems of

endogeneity. An unrelated local demand shock may affect both import exposure to the

region and the support for welfare, inducing a correlation between import exposure and

the error term of (10). To give our estimates a causal interpretation, we therefore use

an instrumental variable (IV) approach similar to Autor et al. (2013). We construct the

following instrument for imports to every region i:

∆[Import exposure]IV,it =
∑
k

Lik0

Lk0

∆[Import]Other
kt

Li0
. (11)

The expression differs from the import exposure measure in (9) in two ways. First, it

replaces changes in actual trade flows from China to Europe with changes in trade flows

from China to Australia, Canada, New Zealand and USA (∆[ImportOther
kt ).9 Second, it

replaces the start-of-period employment structure in each region with the employment

structure from a year prior to our estimation period (denoted by the time subscript 0).

We do this to tackle potential measurement and reverse causality if firms anticipate future

trade exposure and adjust their employment accordingly. In our main empirical analysis

we use employment data for manufacturing industries and regions from 1999 to construct

9By using data from several high-income countries rather than only e.g. the US (as in Colantone and
Stanig (2018)), we reduce the fear that correlated demand shocks drive our results.
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the weights.10

Decomposing the effect of trade exposure

In accordance with our theoretical model, we decompose the overall effect of trade ex-

posure, β, into a direct risk effect, βR, and an indirect income effect, βI=γ1 × γ2. The

challenge is that we have two parameters to estimate, but only one valid instrument. We

proceed by using the mediator approach of Dippel, Ferrara, and Heblich (2020), using

changes in manufacturing employment as a fraction of the working age population as a

mediator for the income effect. Based on this, we identify the income effect by first esti-

mating the effect of trade exposure on manufacturing employment, and second, by jointly

estimating the effect of manufacturing employment and import exposure on welfare state

support.

To estimate the income effect, we need to estimate the two parameters γ1 and γ2. It is

straightforward to estimate the effect of import exposure on manufacturing employment,

γ1, given our earlier setup. We make use of an 2SLS specification similar to (10), replacing

changes in welfare state support on the left-hand side with changes in manufacturing

employment as a fraction of the working age population:

∆[Manuf. employment]it = γ1∆[Import exposure]it + bM,c + ψMVt +X ′iβM + εM,it. (12)

The main reason for using instrumental variable approaches in (10) and (12) is that

changes in import are likely to be affected by unrelated local demand shocks, which could

affect both employment and welfare state support. We argue that the rise in trade with

China largely reflects the lower prices and productivity gains in Chinese manufacturing,

which affected the whole world economy and are unrelated to local demand shocks in

Europe. By using trade flows from China to non-European high-income countries we

therefore isolate the exogenous part of the increased trade flows to Europe.

This intuition is also at the core of our strategy to estimate the two remaining pa-

10We are not able to go further back in time due to data constraints. The first election year for which
we calculate changes in welfare state support is 2001 (Italy and UK). For this election year, we use data
for 1999 also to calculate the import exposure measure in (9).
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rameters, γ2 and βR. As suggested by Dippel et al. (2020); Dippel, Ferrara, and Heblich

(2020) we estimate these parameters from the equation:

∆[Welfare]it = βR∆[Import exposure]it

+ γ2∆[Manuf. employment]it + dW,c + ψWVt +X ′iβW + εW,it.

(13)

corresponding to Equation (5) and (6) above. The βR-coefficient is our estimate of the

risk effect, while the γ2-coefficient times the γ1-coefficient from equation (12) constitutes

our estimate of the indirect income effect.

Inspired by Dippel et al. (2020); Dippel, Ferrara, and Heblich (2020) we instrument

manufacturing employment, using our instrument for trade. The key assumption is that

conditional on predicted manufacturing employment, import exposure is exogenous in

Equation (13). The sources of endogeneity, such as local demand shocks that are corre-

lated with trade, are assumed to affect welfare support only through the income effect

mediated by manufacturing employment. Said differently, we allow unobserved shocks

that impact import exposure to affect voting only through labor earnings as represented

by manufacturing employment. Arguments that link trade to welfare state support do so

through labor market effects (e.g. Walter 2010) or through cultural changes that develop

over long time periods (e.g. Coyne and Williamson 2012). We study short term effects

(through first differences), and we therefore find the assumption to be plausible. We

calculate standard errors for the income effect using the delta method.

5 Empirical results

In this section we present our main empirical results. To ease interpretation, we always

standardize the key variables by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard

deviation.

The effects of import exposure

In Table 1 we present estimates of the overall effect of import exposure on welfare state

support, using the specification in (10). The estimates reveal a negative relationship.
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Since all variables are standardized, the second stage estimate implies that a standard

deviation sized increase in import exposure lowers welfare support by 12 percent of its

standard deviation. The effects of import exposure is thus politically important, precisely

estimated, and the first stage is strong and with expected sign.

Table 1: 2SLS Regression: Total effect of
import exposure on welfare state support

∆ Welfare state
support

Panel A: Second stage

∆ Import exposure -0.121∗∗

(0.049)

Panel B: First stage

∆ Import exposure instrument 0.886∗∗∗

(0.029)
Kleibergen-Paap F 911

Observations 313

Note: Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS
2 are shown in the parentheses. The regression
includes country fixed effects, a linear time trend,
and controls for initial level of education, initial
female share, and initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.

We do not know from this result to what extent the negative relationship is driven

by the income effect, as we propose, or by other effects of trade exposure. What is clear,

however, is that the above estimate appears to be contrary to the conventional view of

e.g. Rodrik (1998), where voters’ demand for welfare state protection increases with trade

openness.

Our next step is to decompose the effect into the two proposed mechanisms: the risk

effect and the income effect. Table 2 presents the mediator analysis. In the appendix (SI:

8) we present a graphical illustration of the relationships. In the first column we show

2SLS estimates of the effect of import exposure on manufacturing employment, based

on the specification in (12). As expected, we find a negative relationship. The estimate

implies that a standard deviation sized shock in import exposure leads to a decline in

manufacturing employment as a fraction of the working age population of about 0.31 of

its standard deviation, which is substantial.
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In the second column we present estimates of the relationship between import expo-

sure and welfare state support, conditional on predicted manufacturing employment, as

outlined in (13). Panel A presents the second stage estimates. Here the import exposure

coefficient represents the direct effect of import exposure, which we interpret as a risk

effect, but that may also encompass other direct influences from trade to welfare support.

The coefficient is positive, which is in line with the income volatility hypothesis. However,

the effect is small and statistically insignificant (p-value of 0.208).

We find a large and statistically significant effect of predicted manufacturing employ-

ment. The positive effect of manufacturing employment multiplied by the negative effect

of import exposure on manufacturing from Column (1), implies that the indirect effect is

negative and highly significant (p-value of 0.022), as can be seen from Panel C. Thus, in

line with our argument, rapid globalization that causes manufacturing decline and realized

income losses reduces support for welfare expansion.

Table 2: 2SLS Regressions: Mediator analysis

∆ Manufacturing ∆ Welfare state
employment support

(1) (2)
Panel A: Second stage

∆ Import exposure -0.311∗∗∗ 0.095
(0.070) (0.075)

∆ Manufacturing employment 0.692∗∗∗

(0.259)

Panel B: First stage

∆ Import exposure instrument 0.886∗∗∗ -0.462∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.100)
Kleibergen-Paap F 911 21

Panel C: Parameters

Direct effect (risk) 0.095
(0.075)

Indirect effect (income) -0.215∗∗

(0.094)

Observations 313 313

Note: Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in the
parentheses. All regressions include country fixed effects, a linear time
trend, and controls for initial level of education, initial female share, and
initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.

In sum, the empirical exercise so far shows that an import shock can have a strong
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negative income effect that reduces the welfare state support. We also find some indica-

tions of a positive risk effect that increases the welfare state support, but this effect is

weak and imprecisely estimated.

To give our estimates a causal interpretation we used a version of the so-called shift-

share/Bartik-instrument. This method has been discussed in a number of recent papers

(Adao, Kolesár, and Morales 2019; Borusyak, Hull, and Jaravel 2018; Goldsmith-Pinkham,

Sorkin, and Swift 2020). In the SI, we discuss and address these concerns about the

validity of the instrument (Table A1, SI:3). In the SI we also show that the strong income

effect persists when we control for initial levels of welfare state support and manufacturing

shares (Table A2, SI: 5), and when we estimate them over subsets of the regions (Figure

A2, SI: 1).

The effects of export exposure

As the negative income effect associated with higher import exposure is clear, a full sup-

port for our income effect hypothesis requires a positive income effect in regions dominated

by export expansion. Export exposure allows firms to sell their products in larger mar-

kets and to expand their production and employment. The consequences for welfare state

support should thus be the opposite of import exposure.

In Table 3 we include export exposure and estimate separate impacts of imports and

exports. To conduct the analysis we first construct measures of export exposure, corre-

sponding to the measures of import exposure, as:

∆[Export exposure]it =
∑
k

Lik,t−3

Lk,t−3

∆[Export]kt
Li,t−3

, (14)

∆[Export exposure]IV,it =
∑
k

Lik0

Lk0

∆[Export]Other
kt

Li0
. (15)

We consider both import and export exposure as endogenous and jointly instrument them

using (15) and the import exposure instrument from (11).

For brevity we present the first stage estimates in Table A3 (SI: 7). The second
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Table 3: 2SLS Regressions: Mediator analysis with
imports and exports

∆ Manufacturing ∆ Welfare state
employment support

(1) (2)
Panel A: Second stage
∆ Import exposure -0.508∗∗∗ 0.063

(0.105) (0.051)

∆ Export exposure 0.406∗∗∗ -0.033
(0.138) (0.066)

∆ Manufacturing share 0.451∗∗∗

(0.165)

Panel B: Parameters

Import
Direct effect (risk) 0.063

(0.051)
Indirect effect (income) -0.229∗∗

(0.090)
Total effect -0.130

(0.087)

Export
Direct effect (risk) -0.033

(0.066)
Indirect effect (income) 0.183∗∗

(0.084)
Total effect 0.019

(0.129)

Observations 313 313

Note: Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown
in the parentheses. All regressions include country fixed
effects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial level of
education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly. The
first stage estimates are shown in Table A3 (SI: 7).
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.

stage estimates are presented in Table 3, showing that import and export exposure have

diametrically opposite effects on welfare state support. This is a clear support for our

emphasis of income effects in the welfare support. Both direct risk effects are small and

insignificant, while the indirect income effects are sizeable and of about similar magnitude

for imports and exports.11

In Table A4 (SI: 10) we also show estimates for total trade exposure, as measured

by the sum of import and export exposure. This is a measure of trade openness that is

11Note that the direct and indirect effects do not sum to the total effect in this case since we have two
endogenous variables (see Dippel, Ferrara, and Heblich 2020).
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frequently used in the literature, as for instance in Rodrik (1998). We instrument total

trade using total trade to the other high-income countries. The magnitude of the effects in

this regression are comparable to what we find when using imports only, but less precisely

estimated.

6 Concluding remarks

In several regions in Europe, we find that the recent trends in global integration have made

European welfare states less, not more politically popular (in relative terms). As China

entered the world market many workers experienced a negative shift in their earnings,

raising the tax burden of welfare provisions. Lower individual incomes make all levels

of social provision more costly for the tax payers. It is this negative income effect that

might trump the traditional risk effect, implying that the link between globalization and

welfare support can seemingly be reversed.

We have demonstrated this potential reversal empirically and find that more import

competition has reduced the support to pro-welfare parties, while better export oppor-

tunities has increased the support to pro-welfare parties. We consider this dichonomy

as clear evidence of the importance of our proposed income effect. Since the growth in

imports from China is higher than the growth of exports to China the negative income

effects dominate.

To identify these effects, we have combined i) the so-called shift-share approach to

obtain exogenous variation in regional import and export exposure with ii) changes in

the regional vote shares to pro-welfare parties to measure the actual changes in welfare

support, iii) utilizing a mediation exercise to decompose the total effect of globalization

into an income effect and a risk effect.

We have explained the relative welfare contraction (and expansion) by appealing to

an insurance logic rather than a redistribution logic for the welfare state support. Our

approach thus interprets the welfare state variables in the Comparative Manifesto Project

as covering basically social-insurance-like programs. Yet, these programs can be offered on

more or less redistributive terms in the tax system and in the design of their benefits. Such
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pure re-distributive elements in the welfare state is naturally less popular among groups

with higher incomes and is thus expected to decline with individual incomes (Moene

and Wallerstein 2003). The political support to our pure social insurance programs, in

contrast, exhibits normal-goods-properties as voters’ demand for it goes up with their

individual incomes. In the supplementary information (SI: 10) we provide evidence that

the estimated income effect switches sign and looses significance when using a proxy for

redistribution rather than our measure of welfare support as the dependent variable, in

line with standard models of redistribution (Meltzer and Richard 1981). This shows

that the income effect depends on whether the welfare programs mainly consist of social

insurance or redistribution.

Our framework adds necessary nuances to understand the support for welfare state

expansion. It shows how trade exposure can negatively, or positively, influence the lo-

cal welfare state support, depending on whether globalization lowers or raises the local

income. It does so without introducing issues such as the rise of right-wing populism,

supply-side concerns about how globalization can undermine nations’ ability to finance

the welfare state, and so on.12 These effects can be important enough, but our results

demonstrate that the negative impacts do not have to stem from the supply side at

all. Globalization can, in some situations, have negative, perhaps short-term, effects also

through the demand side.

Yet, as a structural description, trade openness is likely to be associated with generous

social insurance, as voters want to be socially insured against the income risk associated

with an open economy. This narrative still fits the data well; more open economies

have more generous welfare state arrangements. In our empirical analysis nation-wide

and long term developments in welfare support and trade are controlled for. What we

have demonstrated is that the political pressure for welfare state changes in times when

trade openness and international competition change dramatically can be dominated by

the associated income effects of the global changes. These income effects can – as we

have shown– go in either direction, depending on the relative importance of imports and

12See Garret (1998) for the initial concern and Egger, Nigai, and Strecker (2019) for the reemergence.
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exports in the local area.

Neglecting how more or less temporary income effects can change the political demand

can lead to a wrong perception of the basic need for social insurance. Our results can also

be interpreted as support for claims that wage setting systems and other arrangements

that stabilize earnings, also make it easier to maintain political support for a high level

of social insurance in open economies.
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Appendix A: Validation of welfare support measure

In Figure A1 we validate our measure of welfare state support by looking at the correlation

between our measure and the salience of welfare in each election. The salience of welfare

issues is measured as log (Expandpt+Limitpt+1)

N
, where Expandpt is the number of positive

references to welfare state expansion in election year t, Limitpt is the number of positive

references to welfare state limitation, and N is the total number of coded sentences in the

whole manifesto. See Lowe et al. (2011) for details.

Figure A1: The correlation between welfare state sup-
port and the salience of welfare issues.
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Change in welfare state support on the Y axis and change in the salience
of welfare issues. Both measures are standardized. See main text for
description of welfare state support.
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Appendix B: Instrument validity

Our instrument is a version of the so-called shift-share/Bartik-instrument. This type of

instrument has been heavily discussed in a number of recent papers (Adao et al. 2019;

Borusyak et al. 2019; Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. 2020) First, Bartik-style identification

could be problematic if there are pre-treatment trends correlated with the treatment

variable (Borusyak et al. 2019; Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. 2020). In our setting, the

concern would be that regions particularly exposed to the China shock, for some reason,

were on a different welfare state support or manufacturing employment trajectory than

other regions. We examine this issue by controlling for the changes in welfare state support

and manufacturing employment between the two elections prior to our analysis period.

Results in Table A1 show that the estimates do not change much when we add these

controls.

Second, Adao et al. (2019) show that standard errors often will have a downward

bias because regression residuals will be correlated between units with similar industry

shares. This happens because the residual picks up all unobserved sector-level shocks,

and since the standard errors are not adjusted for this type of correlation. Borusyak

et al. (2019) show that the Bartik specification can be transformed into a numerically

equivalent specification at the industry level, and that the standard errors from this

regression account for the type of correlation that Adao et al. (2019) worry about. The

standard errors of our key model parameters only increase slightly when we estimated

them in the transformed industry level regression, and we therefore conclude that the

bias of the standard errors in our main regressions is unlikely to be important.

Finally, we need to take a stand on whether we consider the regional industry shares

or the variation in shocks as quasi-exogenous. A priori we believe it is most appro-

priate to consider the China shock as providing exogenous variation in shocks. This

interpretation gets empirical support from our calculation of the Rotemberg weights that

Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) propose to examine the identifying variation. In our

case, we find a strong correlation between the import shocks and the Rotemberg weights

by manufacturing industries. This contrasts sharply with the applications discussed in
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Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020), and indicates that our estimates are driven by the

industries most hit by the import shocks. We also find that the largest Rotemberg weight

is 0.24 (“Machinery and equipments”), i.e. it is not a single industry that drives the

identifying variation.

Table A1: 2SLS Regressions: Mediator analysis controlling for
pre-trends

∆ Manufacturing ∆ Welfare state
employment support

(1) (2)
Panel A: Second stage

∆ Import exposure -0.269∗∗∗ 0.089
(0.070) (0.075)

∆ Manufacturing share 0.770∗∗∗

(0.271)

Pre-trend manufacturing share -0.119 0.099
(0.072) (0.063)

Pre-trend welfare support 0.392 -0.620∗∗

(0.290) (0.260)

Panel B: First stage

∆ Import exposure instrument 0.870∗∗∗ -0.449∗∗∗

(0.035) (0.106)
Kleibergen-Paap F 604 18

Panel C: Parameters

Direct effect (risk) 0.089
(0.075)

Indirect effect (income) -0.207∗∗

(0.091)
Total effect -0.118∗∗

(0.049)

Observations 300 300

Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in the parentheses. All regres-
sions include country fixed effects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial level of
education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.
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Appendix C: Start of period controls

In our main specification we control for trends in the first differences by including a

common, linear time trend and country fixed effects. One worry is that the import

exposure variable picks up correlated, regional trends that also affects manufacturing share

or welfare state support. In particular, it is possible that the trends in first differences are

correlated with initial levels of manufacturing share or welfare state support. To examine

this we include the initial levels of these variables as controls in the mediator model.

Estimates are shown in Table A2.

We find that initial level of welfare state support has a strong, negative correlation

with subsequent changes in welfare state support, while initial level of manufacturing

employment only is weakly related to the outcomes. Still, when these controls are included

the direct effect flips sign and the total effect of import exposure becomes more negative.

The estimates for change in manufacturing employment is surprisingly robust to control

for its initial level, however, so that the indirect effect does not move much. Thus, while

the change in estimates when adding this control questions the positive risk effect on

welfare state support, it does not affect the income effect estimate much. It is however,

slightly less precisely estimated (p=0.112).
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Table A2: 2SLS Regressions: Mediator analysis controlling for
initial values of outcomes

∆ Manufacturing ∆ Welfare state
employment support

(1) (2)
Panel A: Second stage

∆ Import exposure -0.261∗ -0.054
(0.136) (0.091)

∆ Manufacturing employment 0.740∗∗∗

(0.259)

Initial manufacturing employment -0.049 0.152∗

(0.107) (0.088)

Initial welfare state support 0.022 -0.613∗∗∗

(0.240) (0.200)

Panel B: First stage

∆ Import exposure instrument 0.715∗∗∗ -0.454∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.099)
Kleibergen-Paap F 237 21

Panel C: Parameters

Direct effect (risk) -0.054
(0.091)

Indirect effect (income) -0.193
(0.121)

Total effect -0.248∗∗∗

(0.09)

Observations 313 313

Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in the parentheses. All
regressions include country fixed effects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial
level of education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.
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Appendix D: Sensitivity to single regions

Since our sample size is fairly small (313 region years), one might be concerned that the

results are due to particular regions in our data. We investigate this by excluding one

region in a rotating fashion and examine how the estimates change. Figure A2 shows that

both the point estimate and the precision of the income effect are fairly stable across the

subsets of the data. We also see that there is no clear pattern where observations from a

particular country is located in the figure, except that exclusions of Swedish regions tend

to make the estimate more negative.

Figure A2: Estimates income effect, sensitivity to exclusion of re-
gions
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Appendix E: First stage estimates

Table A3 shows first stage estimates corresponding to the second state estimates in Table

3. The first and second column correspond to Column (1) in Table 3, while the third

column corresponds to Column (2) in Table 3.

Table A3: First stage estimate for Table 3

∆ Import ∆ Export ∆ Manufacturing
exposure exposure employment

(1) (2) (3)

Import exposure instrument 0.823∗∗∗ 0.097 -0.618∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.098) (0.114)
Export exposure instrument 0.105∗∗ 0.552∗∗∗ 0.254∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.105) (0.060)

Kleibergen-Paap F 441 42 16
Observations 313 313 313

Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in the parentheses. All
regressions include country fixed effects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial
level of education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.
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Appendix F: A graphical illustration of the main effects

To illustrate the variations used to identify our models and check if linear specifications

seem reasonable, we residualize the key variables from Tables 1 and 2 and display the

relationship between them. This is in line with the so-called Frisch-Waugh theorem (Frisch

and Waugh 1933). Figure A3 illustrates the relationship between welfare support and

import exposure. The residuals are averaged over 15 bins of regions equally distributed

over the variable on the horizontal axis (binscatter). Each data point thus represents

about 22 European regions with similar levels of residual change in import exposure. The

slope of the fitted line gives the overall effect of a change in export exposure on change

in welfare support of -.121 as reported in Table 1 above. The right panel shows the

relationship between welfare support and import exposure after conditioning on predicted

manufacturing employment, as reported in Table 2. When conditioning on manufacturing

employment, the estimated slope switches sign, interpreted as the risk effect of increasing

trade. The figures suggest that a linear specification appear to be reasonable in both

models.

Figure A4 illustrate the income effect of import exposure. Again each dot represents

about 22 regions sorted across the variable on the horizontal axis. The left panel shows

the negative relationship between residualized changes in manufacturing employment and

import exposure, while the right panel shows the positive relationship between residualized

changes in manufacturing employment and welfare support. Moving across the two panels,

we find that an increase in regional import exposure decreases manufacturing employment,

which again lead to a reduction of welfare support. The slopes of the fitted line are given

by the coefficients in Table 2, and the figures again suggest that linear specifications are

reasonable.
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Figure A3: Regional Welfare support and Import exposure, with and without
control for manufacturing employment. Average of residualized values in equally
sized bins.
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Note: The plots show the average of 15 equally sized bins (each point representing about
22 regions) of residual values between ∆Welfare state support and ∆Import exposure,
conditional on the remaining variables. The left panel shows the results from the overall effect
from Table 1, while the right panel shows the results from the model conditioning also on
predicted manufacturing employment from Table 2. The slopes of the linear fits illustrate the
corresponding coefficients in Table 1 and 2.

Figure A4: Regional Manufacturing employment by Import exposure and Wel-
fare support by Manufacturing employment. Average of residualized values in
equally sized bins.
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Note: The plots show the average of residualized values of ∆Manufacturing employment and
∆Import exposure (left) of 15 equally sized bins of ∆Import exposure (each point representing
about 22 regions), and between ∆Welfare state support and ∆Manufacuring employment
(right) of 15 equally sized bins of ∆Manufacuring employment. Residuals are calculated
conditional on the remaining variables from the models from Table 2. The slopes of the linear
fits illustrate the corresponding coefficients in the table.
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Appendix G: Estimates based on total trade exposure

In Table A4 we show estimates replacing import exposure with total trade exposure, as

measured by the sum of import and export exposure. This is a measure of trade openness

that is often used in the literature, as for instance in Rodrik (1998). As instrument, we

use a corresponding measure of total trade exposure for the group of other high-income

countries. As can be seen, the estimates in the below regression is somewhat smaller, but

still comparable, to those for import exposure in our main analysis.

Table A4: 2SLS Regressions: Mediator analysis based on total
trade

∆ Manufacturing ∆ Welfare state
employment support

(1) (2)
Panel A: Second stage

∆ Total trade exposure -0.285∗∗∗ 0.110
(0.073) (0.132)

∆ Manufacturing employment 0.802∗

(0.479)

Panel B: First stage

∆ Total trade exposure instrument 0.896∗∗∗ -0.255∗∗

(0.035) (0.105)
Kleibergen-Paap F 655 6

Panel C: Parameters

Direct effect (risk) 0.110
(0.132)

Indirect effect (income) -0.229
(0.148)

Total effect -0.119∗∗

(0.048)

Observations 313 313

Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in the parentheses. All
regressions include country fixed effects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial
level of education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly.
∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.
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Appendix H: Redistribution versus social insurance

Our theoretical claim is that support for the welfare state follows an insurance logic rather

than a redistribution logic, and we interpret the welfare state variables in the Comparative

Manifesto Project as reflecting expansion and retrenchment of social insurance policies.

We believe this is a plausible interpretation since the main programs of the welfare state

are social insurance programs. However, the welfare state also redistributes income, and

we do not believe that support for policies that mainly redistribute income will decrease

with manufacturing decline (see also Moene and Wallerstein 2003). It is therefore use-

ful to examine whether we get different effects of manufacturing decline on support for

redistribution than for social insurance, as standard models of support for redistribution

suggest that support increases with realized income losses (Meltzer and Richard 1981).

Unfortunately, the Comparative Manifesto Project does not include variables that

directly tap support for redistributive policies. The best indicator is the “Social justice”-

variable, which counts positive references to equality and fair distribution of resources.13

There is no associated variable capturing negative references to social justice, so we simply

use the number of positive references to social justice as our proxy measure of redistribu-

tion.14

In Table A5 we show that we get opposite results when we measure the effect on sup-

port for redistribution. Most importantly, the indirect effect of import exposure switches

sign and becomes positive, although small and insignificant (p-value of 0.260). Thus,

while manufacturing decline due to trade lowers support for social insurance, it does not

decrease the support for redistribution. This result supports the claim that the income

effect depends on whether the welfare program is mainly social insurance or redistribu-

tion. The direct effect also has the opposite sign from the insurance model, which is less

consistent with our theoretical model, as this variable should represent the positive risk

effects from import exposure.

13The variable explanation also counts other social justice concepts that are not related to income
redistribution, such as racial and sexual discrimination. See Budge et al. (2001: 226) for the full text.

14I.e. we replace gpt in the welfare state support measure with the number of positive references to
social justice for each party p in election year t.
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Table A5: 2SLS Regression: Mediator
analysis of support for social justice

∆ Social
justice

Panel A: Second stage

∆ Import exposure -0.150∗∗∗

(0.048)

∆ Manufacturing share -0.216
(0.185)

Panel B: Parameters

Direct effect (risk) -0.150∗∗∗

(0.048)
Indirect effect (income) 0.067

(0.059)
Total effect -0.083∗∗

(0.033)

Observations 313

Robust standard errors clustered on NUTS 2 are shown in
the parentheses. The regression includes country fixed ef-
fects, a linear time trend, and controls for initial level of
education, initial female share, and initial share of elderly.
The effect of import exposure on manufacturing employ-
ment (γ1), as well as the first stage estimates, are the same
as in Table 2.∗∗∗ p<0.01, ∗∗ p<0.05, ∗ p<0.1.
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